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1. Abstract

This paper is focused on summarizing the main activities of the IGS Ionosphere Working Group (Iono-WG) during the last year 2003. Firstly the consolidation of the IGS Global Total Electron Content maps (IGTEC) as a final Ionosphere IGS product will be shown. And secondly the performance of the first rapid IGTECs, which generation was started in testing mode in December 2003, will be discussed. Another recent achievement of the Iono-WG, such as the first IGTEC validations with ENVISAT TEC, among the future goals and corresponding tasks will be also summarized.

2. Introduction

The IGS Ionosphere Working Group (Iono-WG) was established by the IGS Governing Board on 28 May 1998 and commenced working in June 1998. The working group's main activity is at the moment the routine provision of IGS Global Total Electron Content (IGTEC) maps with a 2-hours time resolution and of daily sets of GPS satellite (and receiver) hardware differential code bias (DCB) values. The computation of these TEC maps and DCB sets is based on the routine evaluation of GPS dual-frequency tracking data recorded with the global IGS tracking network (see Figure 1).

Currently five IGS Ionosphere Associate Analysis Centers (IAACs) contribute with their ionosphere products to the Iono-WG activities (CODE, ESA, JPL, NRCan, and UPC, see correspondingly details of their techniques in Schaer 1999, Feltens 1998, Mannucci et al. 1998, Gao et al. 1994, Hernández-Pajares et al. 1999). Moreover there are four validation centers: ESA and JPL providing IGS TEC comparison with ENVISAT and JASON altimeters TEC, NRCan and UPC providing weights in function of the IAAC maps quality reproducing GPS observations. Finally the final IGS TEC maps are computed and distributed from the combination center (UPC). Indeed, once per week these ionosphere products are compared with a dedicated comparison algorithm. This comparison/combination algorithm was worked out and coded in 1998 from scratch. In the meantime the original comparison/combination algorithm was upgraded with new weights computed from the results of external self-consistency validations (see Feltens 2002). The weekly comparisons are done with this new approach since August 2001. Furthermore, the IAACs TEC maps are routinely validated with TOPEX altimeter data since July 2001 and with JASON data since mid. 2003 (see general and detailed layouts in Figures 2 and 3, respectively). The official status of IGS final ionospheric product was obtained in the IGS Governing Board meeting held at Nice, April 2003, after the presentation of the combined TEC maps performance in a dedicated report (see Appendix).
Figure 1: IGS directly manages more than about 350 permanent GPS stations, observing some 4-10 satellites at 30 sec rate: more than 250,000 STEC worldwide observations/hour.

Figure 2: Layout showing the main data flow that leads to the generation of the final IGS Ionospheric product. IGS Final Ionosphere ionex files at ftp://cddisa.gsfc.nasa.gov/gps/products/ionex/. More details of the IGS final product, including download links at http://gage152.upc.es/~ionex3/igs_iono/igs_iono.html.
The final IGS global maps, computed with a latency of about 11 days and with the resolution of 2 hours x 5 deg. x 2.5 deg. in UT x Longitude x Latitude, are stored in ionex format (Schaer et al., 1998). They can be downloaded from the official server (CDDISA at GSFC/NASA, being the IGS and IAAC ionex files stored in the corresponding year and day subdirectories) and or from the combination center server, presently UPC. Please refer to the IGS Central Bureau server in order to have more complete information of the different available products and the corresponding directories structure in the IGS servers, such as CDDIS and IGN.

The generation of a rapid IGS product (with an intended latency of less than 24 hours) have been started very recently in an initial testing phase (by using an automatic software coded from scratch), following the suggestion of the IGS GB during the meeting at Nice, in April 2003. The corresponding rapid combined global TEC maps (with the same resolution than the final ones, i.e. 2 hours x 5 deg. x 2.5 deg. in UT x Longitude x Latitude) can be accessed from the new unofficial rapid IGS server at UPC. There are also additional information such as comparison with JASON TEC (performed presently with a latency of about 40 hours) and TEC movies. During the first month of generation of

---

1Description available at ftp://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/data/format/ionex1.pdf
2ftp://cddisa.gsfc.nasa.gov/gps/products/ionex/
3ftp://gage.upc.es/pub/gps_data/GPS_IONO/cmpcmb/ where the IGS ionex file is contained in the corresponding YYDOY subdirectory, being YY the year and DOY the day.
4http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/components/prods.html
5ftp://gage152.upc.es/rapid_iono_igs/ please notice the corresponding rapid IGS ionex files igrgDOY0.YYi.Z, for year YY and day of year DOY, are stored in subdirectories for the year YEAR and day DOY.
these preliminary rapid IGS maps, December 2003-January 2004, the combined product has been typically obtained by the noon (latencies of about 12 hours) with the two available ionosphere analysis centers (CODE and UPC). ESA and JPL made available its rapid products on a daily basis in January and February 2004, respectively (JPL made available its rapid product in a preliminary test performed during 5 days of December 2004 as well).

In this context the main purpose of this paper is to confirm the consolidation of the IGS Global Total Electron Content maps (IGTEC) as a final Ionosphere IGS product during the whole year 2003 (next section 2), and to show the performance of the first rapid IGTECs, which generation was started in testing mode in December 2003, with latencies less than 24 hours (section 3). Finally the first IGTEC validations with ENVISAT TEC, among the future goals and corresponding tasks, are going to be presented.

3. Final IGS Global TEC maps during 2003

As it has been mentioned in the Introduction section, the final IGTEC are computed with a resolution of 2 hours in UT, 5 degrees in longitude and 2.5 degrees in latitude. You can find one typical example in Figure 4 (day 347 of 2003, 00UT), and another example, showing the global evolution during one day in Figure 5 (during the same day 347 of 2003, each 6 hours). At the same time the corresponding comparison with JASON TEC, used as an external source of direct vertical TEC measurements for validation, is provided in Figure 6.

![Figure 4: Example of final IGS TEC map, corresponding to day 347 of year 2003 (Lambert projection from the geomagnetic equator, first row, and from the geomagnetic poles, second row, with an scale running from 0 to 600 tenths of TECU).](image)
Figure 5: Example of IGS Final TEC for day 347 of 2003, shown each 6 hours.

Figure 6: Example of comparison of IGS vs JASON TEC (day 347 of 2003, each 6 hours).
Indeed, as it is well known the JASON dual-frequency altimeter provides a direct and independent VTEC below its orbit (1300 km) and over the oceans (worst case for GPS). In Figure 7 the overall performance of the IGTEC comparing its prediction with the JASON VTEC measurements is shown during practically one year of data (15-Dec-2002 to 13-Dec-2003), with more than 14,000,000 million of JASON observations compared. It can be seen that the IGS TEC (Std.Dev. 5.1 TECU) is slightly better or better than the IAACs TEC (Std.Dev. of 5.2, 5.3, 6.2, 8.1 TECU).

Figure 7: Final IGS TEC vs. JASON TEC in form of deviates histogram, comparing with the TEC performance of the different IAACs.

Figure 8: IGS TEC “Relative Error” vs. JASON (RMS normalized by the averaged TEC) during one year of data.
The temporal evolution of the performance of the IGS and IAACs “Relative Error” (RMS regarding to the JASON VTEC divided by the averaged JASON VTEC) is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen a typical daily relative error over the oceans of about 20% (15-25%). Sometimes large peaks appear coinciding with large geomagnetic storms, related to the present temporal resolution of 2 hours (see this effect in Figure 9, comparing such “Relative Error” with the Ap index evolution, such as the days 2003 302-304 geomagnetic superstorms).

![Figure 9: Ap index vs. “Relative Error” of the IGS and IAAC versus JASON TEC.](image)

The performance dependence of the IGTEC regarding to the geomagnetic latitude is illustrated in Figures 10, 11 and 12. In Figure 10 the Standard Deviation of the JASON-IGS VTEC residuals is plotted showing that IGS presents a similar performance in the northern hemisphere compared to the best IAACs, slightly better performance at the equator, or slightly worst at southern latitudes. On the other hand the JASON-IGS TEC bias lower about 5 TECU around the equator (Figure 11) is compatible with the plasmaspheric component. The absolute bias reference is still unclear in JASON VTEC. Finally the IGS “Relative error” over the oceans is represented in Figure 12, which presents the following typical values:

- <15% at North mid and 20-25% at South mid latitudes.
- < 20% at ecatorial latitudes.
- 20-30% at high latitudes.

Finally in this section, it is shown in Figure 13 the first comparison of IGS and IAACs TECs with ENVISAT TEC (Standard Deviation and Bias). It can be seen again the good performance of the combined final IGS product, as in the case of the previous altimeter comparisons with TOPEX and JASON. More performance details of the IGS final product (satellite and receiver DCBs, double dif. STEC, latency, with different data scarcity) and be found in the Iono-WG report (see Appendix).
Figure 10: IGS TEC Standard Deviation vs. JASON TEC in terms of the geomagnetic latitude.

Figure 11: IGS TEC bias regarding to JASON TEC (JASON-IGS), represented as a function of the geomagnetic latitude.
4. First results of the Rapid IGS Global TEC maps

As was mentioned in the Introduction section, the generation of rapid IGS TEC maps was started in testing mode in 8 December 2003. We are going to give the first performance results to 17 January 2004. Indeed during these 41 days it was possible to compute the rapid IGS product during 32 days (78% of availability) being the missing 9 days due to several reasons, such as power outages and lack of at least two rapid IAAC TEC maps. The typical latency has been of less than 15 hours during this first testing period.

Regarding to the TEC performance, you can see in Figure 13 (top-left hand plot) the rapid vs. final IGS TEC “Relative Error” compared with JASON TEC. The typical relative error over the oceans is of about 18-30% for the first 32 rapid IGS maps available (from December 03 to January 04) in front of 15-24% for the final IGS maps. Comparing both biases in Figure 13 (top-right hand plot), it can be seen that is -over the oceans- of about 0.5-2 TECU for the first 32 rapid IGS maps in front of -0.5-1.5 TECU for the final ones.
In order to give some additional light about these first performance results, the different rapid performances of the IAACs compared with IGS are represented in Figures 14 (bottom hand plots). The “Relative Error” is compared in Figure 14 (bottom-left hand plot), showing that the rapid IGS TEC presents accuracy close to the best IAAC TEC and maintains the integrity also under the occurrence of anomalous rapid IAAC maps (such in days 363 of 2003 and 4 of 2004). Such integrity and accuracy is also maintained in the bias (Figure 14 bottom-right hand plot), provided by the weighting computation procedure (see Feltens 2002).

Finally in Figures 15 a first comparison between rapid and final performances are given for the four involved IAACs in the starting of the rapid product generation (CODE, ESA, JPL and UPC). The more meaningful comparison from the point of view of available TEC maps corresponds to CODE and UPC. In the case of CODE a worsening of typically about 1 TECU (or less) of the rapid regarding to the final TEC is obtained (about 20% of worsening), being the number of stations used less than the half (about 100 in front of 250). In UPC the worsening of the rapid product is typically less than 0.5 TECU (less than 10%) compared with the final product, with the exception of the two previously mentioned days (2003, 363 and 369) whose were affected by a bug in the rapid TEC map generation script of UPC, that was fixed afterwards.

**Figure 14:** Rapid IGS TEC vs Final “relative error” and bias, compared with JASON TEC, from mid. December 2003 to mid. January 2004 (top hand plots). The same performance indicators are compared for the rapid IGS TEC vs. IAACs rapid TEC in the bottom plots (at left the relative error”, at right the bias).
5. Conclusions and Future work.

After several improvements performed in the IAACs and IGS Ionosphere Map combination algorithms in 2003, the IGS final combination of TEC maps shows a good performance that is slightly better or even better than the individual IAAC maps that justified our efforts to start producing the final ionospheric product in April 2003. The rapid IGS TEC maps generation started, in testing mode, in December 2003. The first maps, mainly computed combining two available IAAC rapid TEC maps, show a good accuracy (about 10-15% worst than the final maps) with a latency less than 24 hours (as opposed to 11 days of the final product).

The future activities of the IGS Ionosphere WG\(^6\) are going to be concentrated on:

1. Consolidating the Rapid IGS Ionosphere product, presently in testing phase, by incorporating four rapid IAAC TEC maps. In this way it will be possible to perform a more significant study of the TEC, including the Delay Code Biases performance study as well, during a period of time longer than the month available in the moment of writing this paper.
2. Augmenting the external data to be used for validation purposes: DORIS STEC data, provided by the International DORIS Service, and ENVISAT altimeter TEC provided by ESA, which first results have been presented as well in this work.
3. Studying further improvements of the weighting strategy.
4. Augmenting the temporal and spatial resolution of the IGS TEC maps.
5. Studying the generation of IGS 3D Ionosphere maps.

\(^6\) More details of the IGS Ionosphere WG activities, including download links, at http://gage152.upc.es/~ionex3/igs_iono/igs_iono.html
6. Some recommendations of the IGS Ionosphere WG (splinter meeting, 4-March-2004).

The use of the final IGS product is quite large (154,000 IONEX files downloads in 2003, 68% from Non-IAAC users). However for the rapid product, started in Dec.2003, very few downloads are registered from the temporarily server at UPC. In this context to promote its use, the next actions items have been adopted:

- To send a new e-mail to the IGS e-mail list.
- Moving the igs-IONO e-mailing list to igscb.
- Moving rapid product server from UPC to CDDISA.

After receiving inputs from VLBI, Altimeter and Timing users, it has been decided:

- To maintain the present generation of both final and rapid IGS TEC maps.
- To include the list of GPS receivers used for timing in the list of IAAC used stations to compute the ionospheric product, in order to ensure IGS DCB estimations for such receivers.

There was not consensus between the IAACs on increasing the temporal and spatial resolution of the present ionex files, including densification.

Finally it has been suggested in the session dealing with the final IGS considerations that the Ionosphere WG study the possibility of defining a procedure for ionospheric second order mitigation in accurate IGS positioning. This could be done in conjunction with other IAG ionospheric sub-commissions.
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I. Introduction.

The Ionosphere Working group started the routine generation of Ionosphere Vertical Total Electron Content (TEC) maps in June 1998. This has been the main activity so far performed by the five IGS Ionosphere Associate Analysis Centers (IAACs): CODE (Center for Orbit Determination in Europe, Astronomical Institute, University of Berne, Switzerland), ESOC (European Space Operations Center of ESA, Darmstadt, Germany), JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, U.S.A), NRCan/EMR (Natural Resources Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) and UPC (Technical University of Catalonia, Barcelona, Spain).

The different IAAC TEC maps have been computed with different approaches but with a common formal resolution of 2 hours, 5 degrees and 2.5 degrees in UT, longitude and latitude (details can be found in e.g. Schaer 1999; Feltens, 1998; Mannucci et al., 1998; Gao et al., 1994; Hernandez-Pajares et al., 1999). The five IAACs TEC maps have been combined in an “unofficial” IGS combination product using weights obtained by two IGS Ionosphere Associate Validation Centers (IAVCs) from the corresponding performances in reproducing STEC and differences of STEC (IAVCs NRCAN and UPC respectively, see details in Feltens, 2002).

During a period of about 5 years of continuous IGS ionosphere operation, the techniques of the IAACs to obtain the TEC maps and the strategies of combination have both improved, in such a way that the combined IGS Ionosphere TEC maps are now significantly more accurate and robust (see details in Feltens 2002, 2003). The present performance is now excellent, in the opinion of the five IAACs, and so it is time to change the IGS TEC combined maps status to an official level.

In this context, the purpose of this report is to show the present performance of the combined IGS Ionosphere TEC maps, from December 15th, 2002 to March 15th, 2003, compared with the five IAACs maps, looking at:

1) Vertical TEC performance, comparing with independent estimates of TEC provided by the TOPEX altimeter. The comparison has been studied as a function of the time and of the geomagnetic latitude. The performance has been quantified over the oceans, i.e. in bad scenarios, because the TOPEX observations are typically far from the GPS sites used in the computation. Thus, it can be considered as a worst case estimate of the performance.

2) Effect of the distance from the GPS sites used to compute the maps, in the performance. We will illustrate this effect, by comparing the IGS maps with TOPEX TEC, in three areas with similar ionosphere features, and at different distances from the GPS sites.

3) Slant TEC performance (STEC), comparing predicted STEC variations with the very accurate values obtained from the direct geometric-free carrier phase observations, gathered in a well distributed subset of IGS receivers.
5) Inter-frequency Delay Code Biases (DCBs) estimations of the GPS satellites.
6) Inter-frequency Delay Code Biases (DCBs) estimations for available IGS GPS sites.
7) Latency in the distribution of the combined product, computed in this case since 1999.

II. Vertical TEC performance from the comparison with TOPEX TEC.

As it is well known in different works in the literature, the direct observations of Vertical TEC provided by the TOPEX dual-frequency altimeter since 1992 provide a valuable source of independent estimates for GPS TEC maps. These TOPEX TEC estimates are affected by an uncertainty of few TECU, and are available over the areas in which the altimeter can work, namely the oceans and seas (see for instance Ho et al 1995, Orús et al. 2002). This is another interesting aspect from the point of view of validating GPS TEC maps, because it is in these regions where, many times, there are less available GPS sites, if any. Then this comparison in a difficult scenario provides a lower boundary for the GPS TEC performance.

The comparison has been performed with the combined IGS and IAACs maps, from December 15th, 2002 to March 15th, 2003, with about 2,500,000 TOPEX observations. A general overview of this study can be seen in the histograms and Standard Deviation and Biases values, represented in Figure 1. The global performance of the IGS combined product is equivalent (in fact, slightly better) to the best IAACs performance. The details of the global trend can be better appreciated in the zoom of the left hand plot, in Figure 2. And in the corresponding right hand plot, it can be seen that IGS presents the lowest extreme residuals, or outliers.

Figure 1: Histogram representing the distribution of IGS and IAAC TEC discrepancies with the TOPEX TEC, during the period 2002 December 15 to 2003 March 15, with about 2,500,000 TOPEX observations.
Figure 2: Details of the histograms represented in Figure 1: left plot represents a zoom of general trend; right plot represent a zoom of the extreme values, or outliers.

On the other hand, in Figure 3, the standard deviation of the discrepancies of the GPS maps relative to TOPEX is shown as a function of the geomagnetic latitude. The standard deviation of the IGS maps is typically similar to the best IAAC (northern hemisphere, 3-9 TECU), sometimes slightly better (equator, about 6 TECU), sometimes slightly worse (Southern Hemisphere, 4-6 TECU).

Figure 3: Standard Deviation of the difference between TOPEX TEC and GPS TEC as a function of the geomagnetic latitude for the Combined Ionosphere IGS and IAACs maps (2002 Dec. 15th – 2003 March 15th, 2,500,000 TOPEX observations).
Figure 4: Bias of the difference TOPEX-GPS TEC as a function of the geomagnetic latitude for the Combined Ionosphere IGS and IAACs maps (2002 Dec. 15th – 2003 March 15th, 2,500,000 TOPEX observations).

Figure 5: Percentage of “Relative Error” (defined as RMS*100/Mean Vertical TEC) of the GPS TEC maps regarding to TOPEX, as a function of the geomagnetic (2002 Dec. 15th – 2003 March 15th, 2,500,000 TOPEX observations).

Figure 4 shows the corresponding bias (TOPEX-GPS) in terms of the geomagnetic latitude. It can be seen that the IGS bias performance is not bad, because: (1) It decreases 2-3 TECU at the equator, and this change is compatible with the upper plasmaspheric electron content not measured by the TOPEX altimeter (see for instance Orús et al. 2002). And (2), at high
latitude, in which the plasmaspheric content should be negligible, the values provided by the IGS maps can be considered zero at the level of the TOPEX error of few TECU.

To conclude the comparison in terms of the geomagnetic latitude, in Figure 5 shows the GPS TEC maps “relative error” percentage, defined as the ratio between the RMS and the mean TEC in each bin. It reproduces, qualitatively, the relative performance previously commented on for the standard deviation. In general the relative error during this period, end of 2002 and beginning of 2003, and over the oceans, is about 13% at Northern Mid-Latitudes, 13-17% at Southern Mid-Latitudes, reaching more than 20% in the Northern Ionosphere Anomaly. At high latitudes the relative error reaches 20% or more as well.

On the other hand the daily evolution of the discrepancies with TOPEX TEC in the studied period is shown in the plots included in Figure 6. In the two top plots, the Standard Deviation values for the days with available TOPEX data show again, now in terms of time, the good performance of the combined IGS products, which typically present a similar performance to the best daily IAACs. In the two bottom plots, the bias and relative error are shown, confirming the IGS bias trend of 0-2 TECU (compatible with the TOPEX error), and a daily error around 17% (from 13 to 22%).
III. Effect of the distance to the GPS sites in the performance.

In order to study the performance of the IGS TEC maps, regarding the increase of distance between the considered Ionosphere Pierce Points (IPPs) and the nearest used GPS sites, three areas at the same geomagnetic latitude (+43 degrees) have been selected with increasing distances:

1) “Close” area to IGS GPS receivers, corresponding to the Mediterranean Sea (green rectangle in Figure 7), which is surrounded by several IGS sites.
2) “Medium” distance region in the Atlantic Ocean close to the South of Portugal. It presents few GPS sites around.
3) “Far” region, in the center of the Atlantic Ocean (black region), quite isolated.

Figure 7: Map representing the three regions considered to illustrate the IGS performance versus the distance to the GPS sites used in the computations.

In Figure 8 (and, with more detail, in Figure 9) the three corresponding histograms (“close”, “medium” and “far”) of the differences between IGS and TOPEX TEC are presented. It can be seen that the performance degradation (from 10 to 12% of relative error) is significantly smaller than that corresponding to the IAACs (Figure 8).
Figure 8: Histograms representing the discrepancies between the GPS and TOPEX TEC in the three considered regions (“Close”, “Medium” and “Far”) for IGS, CODE (first row), EMR, ESA (second row), JPL and UPC (last row).
IV. Slant TEC performance by comparing with GPS observations.

In the previous section, a detailed study of the Vertical TEC performance of the combined IGS maps have been presented, by comparing with external TEC data coming from the TOPEX altimeter, gathered over the oceans. In this section we are going to illustrate the performance of the IGS maps reproducing STEC variations at the same elevation, for several IGS receivers distributed worldwide. These reference values are very accurately observed by using the geometric-free carrier phase combination. Although part of these reference GPS data have been used by some IAACs to build their maps, the comparison provides information about how the combined maps respond to this “Self-Consistency” Test. This same “residual” test is used to compute the IAACs weights for the combination of the IAAC maps into the IGS product, but applied on a different set of stations.

In the plots of Figure 10, the RMS of the differences between the observed and modeled STEC variations are shown for 6 representative IGS stations, at different geomagnetic latitudes in both hemispheres, and during the three consecutive months of the studied period. It can be seen that in the STEC domain, the IGS maps show good performance as well, typically at the level of the best IAAC.
Figure 10: Plots showing the evolution of the IGS and IAAC map error reproducing STEC variations between two points of the same GPS carrier phase (“Self-Consistency” test), for a set of representative IGS stations. From left to right, from top to bottom: mcm4, tid2, hrao, ntus, gol2 and trom, at geomagnetic latitudes of –78, -43, -25, -9, 42 and 66 degrees, respectively. The GPS maps are: IGS in black, CODE in green, EMR in brown, ESA in magenta, JPL in blue and UPC in red.

V. Measured vs. Formal Standard Deviations.

Another aspect that has been inspected is the relationship between the formal Standard Deviation estimates in the IGS Ionosphere Maps and the corresponding RMS of the corresponding predictions relative to TOPEX TEC observations. This study is summarized in Figure 11, where the IGS measured and formal errors show an approximately linear
relationship, about 150% greater for the most part of the observations, and about 75% greater for the outliers.

**Figure 11:** Plots showing for the IGS Ionosphere maps, the measured RMS regarding to TOPEX versus the formal errors, during the period 2002 December 15 to 2003 March 15.

**VI. Satellite Delay Code Biases estimation.**

The mean Satellite Delay Code Biases, and the Standard Deviation of its variation during the 3 month period, are shown in Figure 12 for the IGS Ionosphere product and the five IAACs. It can be seen that both the mean values and small variability (at the level of 0.1 ns) are in agreement with the most stable values provided by the IAACs. This is also fulfilled in the particular case of the new satellite PRN16.

**VII. Delay Code Bias estimation of available IGS Receivers.**

Even though the satellite DCB estimates are stable, this does not necessarily imply that the estimates of the total DCB, including the receiver DCB, will also be good. This is due to the fact that the different strategies adopted by the IAACs range from practically “freezing” the satellite DCBs as unknowns that vary slowly, to estimating them, along with the TEC, as a white noise process. In this context, the DCBs for the IGS stations estimated for 4 IAACs (ESA does not provide such values for now) are shown for the IGS product and the IAACs in Figure 13. Again, this time for the receivers, the IGS DCBs are quite stable, below 1 ns, with the exception of the CHUR receiver, as a result of the corresponding lack of stability of all the IAACs during this day. This abnormal case corresponds to a sudden change of the DCB of this receiver during the day 035 of 2003, as can be seen in Figure 14.
Figure 12: Inter-frequency Delay Code Biases (ns) for the GPS satellites: IGS in black, CODE in green, EMR in brown, ESA in magenta, JPL in blue and UPC in red.

Figure 13: Inter-frequency Delay Code Biases (ns) for the IGS receivers estimated in common by the IAACs providing such values during 60 days or more of the three months period: IGS in black, CODE in green, EMR in brown, JPL in blue and UPC in red.
VIII. Latency of the combined IGS product distribution

Finally, we consider the latency of the combined IGS product that has been unofficially distributed (one whole week each time), defined as the elapsed days since the last day processed of the distributed GPS week. In Figure 15 a histogram depicts the frequency for 162 weeks between the end of 1999 to March 2003. In more than 80% of the cases, the latency has been 12 or less days.

Figure 15: Latency of the distribution of the unofficial IGS combination product, performed weekly since end 1999. This latency has been defined such as the number of elapsed days from the end of the distributed GPS week.
IX. Conclusions

The last 3 available months of IGS Ionosphere TEC maps have been deeply analyzed from many aspects. Vertical TEC performance, effect of the distance to GPS sites, Slant TEC performance, Formal Error relationship with the Measured ones, Delay Code Biases stability and agreement for both GPS satellites and several representative IGS receivers, and product distribution Latency, have been studied. In all points the IGS Ionosphere product shows good performance, and we therefore recommend migration to an official status.
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